| Connected Buildings

Fire and Security Solutions

Maximise fire safety investments,
intuitive actionable information

Honeywell eVance™
Facility Manager

Buildings today are holistic systems that are the
cornerstone of your business. Your Honeywell
Notifier™ fire panel is part of this technology
eco-system managed by facility managers.
With multiple data-sources, disparate processes
and daily operational challenges, having the
information to reduce fire safety risk, maintenance
costs and achieve better business outcomes is
challenging. Until now.

Intuitive actionable
information

Simple and
user-friendly tools

eVance Facility Manager will change the way you manage

Simplify every-day tasks, promote productivity and time-

your fire systems by presenting both big picture and

savings by utilizing eVance’s simple and user-friendly tools.

granular device-focused data in multiple graphic-driven,
easy-to-understand formats. With access to a portfolio
of automated digital reports, including fault handling,
testing and replacement reports, or custom reports,
eVance provides you with the information to:

Dashboards, as wider awareness
creates bigger impact
eVance dashboards provide facility-wide analysis, insights
of system health and event lists, in a simple and visual

• Track fire system effectiveness

display. This real-time intelligent aggregation of data from

• Identify fire safety risks earlier

multiple fire panels empowers facility managers with a

• Perform predictive maintenance
• Optimise device inventory

holistic view, across multiple buildings and multiple floors
to identify variances and abnormalities fast, reducing
manual processes and duplication of processes.

• Analyse system performance allowing
you to be confident you are using your
fire system to its fullest potential

Mobile access, promoting productivity
and responsiveness
Whether you’re an HSE director or a facility manager, you
can use a smartphone or tablet device for 24/7 remote
access for greater situational awareness on-the-go,
promoting productivity and peace-of-mind.
Use mobile devices for preventative maintenance and
automatic diagnostic alerts, enabling faster resolution of
potential issues before major challenges occur.

Intelligent reporting at your fingertips

Dashboards keep life safety front-of-mind

Introducing Honeywell eVance™
Facility Manager
eVance Facility Manager transforms

technologies, facility managers

complex and disparate fire panel

can cultivate greater returns from

data into intuitive visualisations

existing infrastructure investments

and actionable insights. Seamlessly

and promote visibly better business

integrated with your Honeywell

outcomes by reducing risk,

Notifier™ fire panel using cloud-

maintenance costs and increasing

based, software-as-a-service (SaaS)

operational efficiencies.

Increase operational efficiencies
and reduce operational costs

Cultivate greater
returns from your
existing investment with
Honeywell eVance

Be confident, reduce risk and
promote compliance

With actionable information at your fingertips, eVance

With the powerful combination of eVance Facility Manager

empowers facility managers to automate processes,

and your existing Honeywell Notifier fire systems, you can

reduce human-error and increase operational efficiencies.

be confident your facility is protected with a compliant and
robust fire system, reducing risk, protecting people and

Promote accurate and efficient maintenance
Servicing your fire system is a cost of doing business,

promoting business continuity.

however with eVance Facility Manager you can increase

Compliance counts

maintenance accuracy and efficiency promoting reduced

Introducing standardised digital reports, reducing human-

cost. Pin-point issues and underlying abnormalities

error and reliance on manual paper-based processes,

and be confident that maintenance checks go beyond

eVance makes it easier to demonstrate compliance with

superficial indicators thus, allowing you to optimise your

industry requirements reducing audit preparation time,

system performance.

risk of HSE issues and potential legal penalties.

Resource optimisation

Proven track record

eVance empowers facility managers to make better

With over 100 years of building automation experience,

decisions on where they dedicate their time and

highest accreditations in software engineering and

resources. Now it is easier to increase operational

the latest in user-experience methodology, you can be

savings through more efficient resource deployment,

confident that Honeywell eVance maximises your fire

reduced fault-detection times and simplified training.

safety to investments with intuitive actionable information.

Low cost, high performance
Leveraging cloud-based SaaS technologies,
eVance makes the necessary connections while keeping
costs low and performance and security high. Additionally,
eVance has the scalability and flexibility to expand as your
facility grows.

With eVance Facility Manager you
don’t just get more information,
you get the insights to drive
actionable improvements and
achieve bottom-line savings.

For over 60 years, NOTIFIER has been a leader in
the fire alarm industry. Today, we are the largest
manufacturer of engineered fire alarm systems with
over 400 distributors worldwide, and regional support
operations on every continent for the flexibility and
options your business needs.
NOTIFIER - Leaders in Life. Safety. Technology.

For more information
www.notifier.com
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